
 25 YEARS IN AMATEUR RADIO 

R-5000 £875 
Don't forget that Kenwood expertise is not limited to 
transceivers. The R-5000 has been voted "Best HF 
receiver of the year" by the demanding reviewers at 
World Radio and TV Handbook, and this is not 
surprising when you actually use one. All mode top 
performance from 100kHz to 30MHz (and 108 - 
174MHz with the optional VHF converter). ultra 
flexible IF filtering, built-in power supply. stable and 
accurate readouts in all modes, and of course 
Kenwood quality. 

TS-790E £1,495 
Destined to be the new standard by which all 
VHF/UHF transceivers are judged. the TS-790E 
gives the dedicated operator everything he ever 
wanted in a multi mode, multi band home station 
Covering 2 metres. 70 centimetres. and (optionally) 
23 centimetres. on all modes, whether DX chasing. 
contest operating or chatting cross town. the 
TS-790E can handle it all and give you complete 
satisfaction. See a brochure soon. 

TS-140S £862 
The TS-140S was in effect designed by our 
customers, who demanded Kenwood performance 
and facilities at modest cost. The TS-140S has all 
mode, all band HF coverage, and of course a high 
performance general coverage receiver. 100W 
output and a first class receiver combine to make the 
TS-140S a really satisfying rig to own. It's also 
available in the form of the TS-680S which has all the 
bands and modes of operation of the TS-140S but 
with the 6 metre band as well. 

For all that's good in Amateur Radio — including advice! 
Although most folk think of us as the Emporium in Matlock and enjoy coming to see us. we do appreciate that travel can be difficult 
these days. particularly for those who have to drive (sorry. park) on the M25. That is why we have branches around the country 
Each branch carries a full range of everything that we stock and sell, and is run by an experienced radio amateur who is ready with the 
same good advice and assistance which we try to offer at Matlock. Why not call in and have a word with Sim. GM3SAN in Glasgow. 
Hank. G3ASM in Darlington: Tony. G4NBS in Cambridge, Ceri. GWOCJB in Barry lour new branch transferred from Cardiff): 
Dave. G3IKG in Eastcote. London, or Colin. G3XAS in Bournemouth. 
You could of course pop in and talk to our front line manager Richard, G4NAD here at Matlock, ably assisted by Bill. G8LXN. 
Lurking behind the scenes you might find Alan. G3MME or myself G3PCY. or even Bill. G3UBO on a flying visit. For 
technical queries you might find yourself talking to Barrie. CBOT's', or Rob. G8MPT, or Keith. G8YQX, or Bob who 
preceded Keith by getting G8YQL. In a technical world of his own we have John. who doesn't have an amateur 
licence, but with an MA. from Cambridge he hardly needs one. does he? 
You may get the impression that rm trying to tell you something — and that is the simple fact that we know what 
we are doing when it comes to radiocommunication, and you won't get better advice anywhere in Europe 

73. John Wilson. G3PCY/5N2AAC 
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